
27 tCO2e
Total emissions

4 tCO2e
Avoided emissions

1.1 tCO2e
Emissions per employee

Carbon footprint

Emissions by supplier

HareA

RundofaseB

HooliC

InitechD

PlexzapD

Distribution
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Evolution

The go-to carbon management 
platform for your business



Measure, monitor, reduce & contribute

why should you get your business involved

NET ZERO STRATEGY


Carbon budget, action plans, 

supplier commitment, 
contribution

ENGAGE YOUR TEAM

Involve your employees 

through tailor-made training 
to raise awareness

GHG Assesment

Data collection and monitoring 
of Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

138|
Scope 1

Scope 2 Scope 3

Carbon footprint

1234 tCO2e

Training

76% responded

Net Zero Trajectory

-50% in 2030

We chose Greenly because of their unique tech expertise. No other player 
showed the same capacity to integrate seamlessly with all our data sources. 
Now, we can live stream GHG emissions metrics at instance level, to optimize 
data center footprint according by vCPU, workload or energy sources. I truly 
believe this super insightful utility/carbon data analytics can change digital 
infrastructure markets for the better.


BETHANY GORHAM, ESG Manager of STACK Infrastructure

“

Communicate about your commitment 
to your community and your employees 
to keep them loyal and engaged.

improve your brand 
iMAGE

70% of employees are more likely to 
work for a company with a CSR 
approach and 80% want to stay longer.

Engage and retain your

employees

Reduce the expenses that emit the 
most greenhouse gases and achieve 
sustainable savings within your 
organization.

Less emissions, 
more savings

Your GHG assessment accelerates 
your certification process (B-Corp, 
EcoVadis, ISO 14001, etc.) and gives 
you a competitive advantage.

Your climate strategy IS 

a competitive advantage



DATA COLLECTION GREENLY PLATFORM

Measuring simply to reduce 
efficiently

Scopes 1, 2 and 3 analysis with an extensive library of 

over 1 million emission factors 

Upload a file of your 
accounting entries

Fixed assets Supplier expenses

Charges

Employee

questionnaire

Invoice

analysis

Life cycle

analysis

A
Z

Other

Emissions monitoring: 
Scope 1, scope 2, scope 3

Employee engagement

module

GHG report 
& Greenly certificate

Personalized action plans

and trajectory monitoring

your climate strategy

CSR

Manager

Greenly 

Climate Expert

1000+ companies manage their carbon emissions with Greenly



ONE PLATFORM  
is all you need
to measure your carbon footprint

and start your climate journey

Carbon footprint scopes 1, 2 & 3

Personalized action plans

Dedicated climate experts 

Supplier scoring & procurement

High quality certified offsets

contact@greenly.earth


Telephone: +44 7458 158434


Site:  https://www.greenly.earth/

78 tCO2e

12 tCO2e

6.5 tCO2e 

(-0.9 tCO2e)

Average: 121 tCO2e
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Breakdown

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3

KgCO2
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tel:+447458158434

